INTEGRATED MAIL HANDLING SYSTEM POSTAL
PAC UNLOADER

EASILY CONTAINERIZES MAIL FOR BULK MAIL
CENTER PROCESSING
The Integrated Mail Handling System containerizes mail
for input and output into postal service bulk mail centers.
The system consists of loaders, unloaders and conveyers,
along with a computerized monitoring unit that provides
status of mail handling operations.
INTEGRATED MAIL HANDLING SYSTEM
POSTAL PAC UNLOADER

HIGHLIGHTS
• Minimizes operator intervention
• Postal pack unloader (PPU) automatically recognizes and secures standard postal containers:
  Over-the-road, Postal Pak, General Purpose Mail Container, Eastern Region Mail Container / Universal Mail Container, Wiretainer, Gaylord, pallet and multiple-height sleeves
• Optimizes securing of container:
  - Eliminates damage to the containers
  - Does not impede the mail flow
  - Eliminates “shepherds hook” manual activity
• Fully integrates PPU and conveyor:
  - PPU never unloads to a stationary belt
• Operates safely; Occupational Safety and Health Administration-compliant
  - Longer, taller safety screens
  - All removable screens safety interlocked
• Includes maintenance series handbook with illustrated parts breakdown
• Offers Interactive Electronic Technical Manual
• Includes operator and maintenance training
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